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Practice should never be a fight.
If you’re having fun, then you’re playing all right.



For Tune Town’s big concert, Meg practised her song.
But each time she played it, the notes sounded wrong. 

She blew on the flute, but the music was terrible.
The scales that she fluttered were sharp and unbearable.
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Then she tried the piano with fingers too tense. 
Neither major nor minor chords made any sense. 

‘That’s not a good warm-up, I need to get warmer,’ 
said Meg, who was Tune Town’s best music performer.



So she switched yet again, but the tuba was tricky. 
The tune that she tooted was sluggish and sticky.  

Meg frowned and she fretted: ‘This song I can’t play! 
If these notes won’t behave, they should just go away!’



The quarter notes sighed, feeling flat and downbeat. 
The tone wasn’t right, so they snuck off the sheet. 

With the whole and the half notes, they flew out of sight, 
to find a new home where they hoped to feel right.

shuffled



They shimmied and shuffled then swung to the groove 
in an underground jazz club with no room to move. 

They moshed and they mashed at a rock ‘n’ roll show. 
It was thunderously loud in the very front row.



But none of the music could make them feel right. 
‘We just don’t belong here,’ the notes said that night.  

Back home in Tune Town, a crowd packed the park, 
where the concert was due to begin after dark.



The moment the bandleader started the song, 
everyone realised something was wrong.  

Meg played piano, but there was no sound. 
The notes were all gone, and they couldn’t be found!



On the flute and the tuba, the song wasn’t there. 
The notes had all vanished, and no one knew where! 

 The crowd was amazed — not a tune could be heard. 
The notes had gone missing. How very absurd!



The bandleader, startled, exclaimed all around: 
‘Where is the music? It needs to be found!’ 

‘Oh no!’ Meg protested. ‘The notes must have split, 
when the song was too hard and I struggled, then quit.’



‘Here’s an idea,’ the bandleader said. 
‘If you can’t play the song, why not hum it instead?’ 

So Meg hummed the tune with the town and the band, 
and their harmony travelled all over the land.



The notes heard the song, and at last they felt right. 
‘Meg’s calling us home!’ they all whooped with delight.  

To Tune Town they flew over mountains and seas, 
catching a ride on an up tempo breeze.



‘It’s great to be home!’ said the notes, so upbeat, 
then each took their place on the blank music sheet.  

But Meg hadn’t practised and started to worry. 
She needed to know all the notes in a hurry.



Meg played with a smile, and the concert was splendid. 
The trouble in Tune Town had finally ended.

‘Relax,’ the notes said. ‘If you play us all wrong, 
we’ll still come together and make a great song.’





Bandleader – also called a conductor, the person who leads a group 
of musicians
Bar – a segment of time that has a specific number of beats
Bass clef – indicates lower pitch notes on the stave
Beat – the basic unit of time in music
Chord – three or more notes played at the same time
Major chord  – a chord with a happy sound
Minor chord – a chord with a sad sound
Downbeat – a strong beat, usually the first in a bar
Flat – lower than the true pitch
Harmony – multiple pitches played at the same time
Jazz – a style of music with lively rhythms and improvisations
Music sheet – or sheet music, the printed or written form of music 
Note – a unit of sound or a symbol representing a specific sound
Whole note – also called a “semibreve”, played for the duration 
of four beats
Half note – also called a “minim”, half the length of a whole note, 
played for the duration of two beats 

Quarter note – also called a “crotchet”, a quarter the length of a 
whole note, played for the duration of one beat
Eighth note – also called a “quaver”, an eighth the length of a whole 
note, played for the duration of half a beat
Pitch – how high or low the note is 

Rest – the space or silence in the absence of a note
Rhythm – a specific pattern of sounds
Rock ‘n’ roll – a type of pop music with a fast rhythm and strong beat
Scales – an organized sequence of notes
Sharp – higher than the true pitch
Staff – also called a “stave”, a horizontal set of five lines and four 
spaces that form the landscape that music is written on
Tempo  – the speed of the music’s beat
Time signature – specifies how many beats in a bar
Tone – the quality of sound that a note has
Treble clef – also called a “G clef”, indicates higher pitch notes on the stave
Tune – also called a “melody”; a series of musical notes or pitches
Upbeat – a weak beat, usually the last in a bar 
Uptempo – a fast tempo or beat
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Meg is Tune Town’s best music performer, but she’s having trouble rehearsing. 
So much trouble, in fact, that the notes have run right off the sheet! 

Can Meg find the notes in time for her big concert?  
Or are they closer to home than she thought?
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